
Timeline: History Lesson Plan 
Learning the game: Timeline is a game for 2-8 players for ages 8 and up. In Timeline, players are competing to 
empty their set of double-sided cards by placing one card each turn in chronological order. Here is an 
explanation of how to play. Timeline comes in many versions of the game that cover the following topic areas: 
Inventions, Science & Discoveries, Events, Diversity, Music & Cinema, American History, and Americana.  

Topics Covered:  

• Sequence of events 
• Important dates for various historical topics 
• Critical thinking 
• Historical thinking 
• Research 

Lesson Objectives:  

• Grades K-5: Students will be able to constrict a detailed timeline by researching and summarizing cards 
from a game of Timeline.  

• Grades 6-8: Students will be able to compare multiple significant historical events by presenting a topic 
derived from the game Timeline.  

• Grades 9-12: Students will be able to research a topic chosen from a game in Timeline and give an in-
depth presentation through a method of their choosing.  
 

Academic Language and Vocabulary: Timeline, dates, figures, events, historical themes, historical thinking, 
critical thinking, media literacy.  

Questions/Activities: 

• While playing, have each player explain why they are placing the card in the timeline. Players need to 
demonstrate critical thinking and logic in their reasoning.  

• Choose six cards from the game at random and place three of the cards year side up in order. Then 
place the remaining three cards year side down, have a group discussion where the remaining cards 
should be placed in the timeline.  

• After playing, have each player take an even segment of cards from the final timeline and draw a new 
timeline on a separate sheet of paper. Research each of your cards. Each individual timeline must 
include a 1 to 2 sentence description of each segment of the timeline.   

• Play cooperatively where groups of two or more are working to complete their own timeline. During 
play have groups compete to be the first to reach 20 cards in their timeline. In this play mode, each 
group starts with 4 cards and draws a single card after placing one down. Continue to draw an 
additional card for incorrect placements. Afterward, complete one or more of the following tasks: 

o Have each team complete a 20-card timeline. Take your three remaining cards and examine 
other group’s timelines. Place one of your cards in the timeline and explain to the other group 
your reasoning for the placement. 

o Have each group present their timeline. Each card in the timeline is to be explained in 30-60 
seconds.  

o Discuss with your group the following: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2Gzxq2cQhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2Gzxq2cQhQ


 Overall, what does your group think that this timeline can demonstrate? Identify one 
historical theme in your explanation.  

 How did you work as a team? What went well? What could be improved on for next 
game? 

• Split all the cards in the game by century and play one century at a time. After completing three or 
more sequential centuries, answer the following questions: 

o What connections can you make across the multiple centuries? Identify at least one card from 
one century that connects to a card from another century and explain the connection in 2-3 
sentences. This can be written or orally presented.   

o Compare each century individually. What historical themes apply to the cards in a single 
century and what cards help illustrate this?  

• Research and present on one of the cards from the game (whomever won may choose their topic first) 
where you discuss the historical significance, the impact it had on its time, and whether or not it still 
holds importance today and why. You may present your findings in an oral presentation, website, a 
documentary, or exhibit.  

• After playing a game of Timeline, split up the cards from the timeline evenly among all the players. 
Have each player perform enough research to be able to elaborate on their cards and complete the 
following activities: 

o Have each write a fill in the blank style quiz question based on all their cards.  
o Write a sentence that describes the cards without using the name.  
o Combine all questions written to create a quiz. All fill in the blank questions should be in one 

section. Make a matching section by writing each card used on one side and the sentences on 
the other side (the card and corresponding sentence should not be across from each other).  

• Examine the timeline and identify two events that are either directly connected or connected through 
a historical theme. Discuss how those two events are connected and the impact the two connected 
events have.  

Lesson Modifications: 

• Play at least 4 games and record how many cards are placed in each timeline for the game. You may 
also choose to record how many cards form each decade or century were played from each game. 
Complete the following activities using your data: 

o Graph your data using a scatter plot or bar graph for each game and one graph that 
encompasses all your data.  

o Identify the mean, median, and mode, for each graph. 
o In one paragraph analyze your data by citing similarities, differences, and discussing gameplay 

as it relates to your data.   
• Use one of the cards from the game and write about it in one of the following ways: a newspaper 

article from the day, diary entry, multi-paragraph narrative, or another informative piece that 
describes the importance.   

• For playing with Timeline: Inventions, research one invention from your game. Describe orally or in two 
written paragraphs how your invention works and how the invention changed how people lived.  

• Select one card to research. As you are researching, critique the resources that you are finding. In at 
least one paragraph describe the different resources you found and analyze your sources for validity 
and legitimacy.  

Content Background Knowledge:  



• Example of timeline activities 
• Demo of print and play cards 
• Evaluating evidence from research 

 

Common Core Standards:  

• Grades K-5:   
o K-5.L.1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage 

when writing and speaking. 
• Grades 6-8:  

o 6-8.WHST.7: Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated 
question), drawing on several sources and generating additional related focused questions that 
allow for multiple avenues of exploration.  

o 6-8.RST.4: Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and 
phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context.  

• Grades 9-12:  
o 9-12.WHST.7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question. 

Synthesize multiple sources of a subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation.  

o 9-10.RST.9: Compare and contrast findings presented in a text to those from other sources 
(including their own experiments), nothing when the findings support or contradict previous 
explanations or accounts. 
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i Christopher Gibbs is currently on track to receive his Master’s in Teaching in May of 2020 from Central 
Connecticut State University. He has been playing tabletop and role-playing games for more than 20 years.  

https://print-and-play.asmodee.fun/files/timeline/timeline_poster_activite_en.pdf
https://print-and-play.asmodee.fun/files/timeline/timeline_demo_en.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxhbOvR2TGk&list=PLVlzxEslXCi4DoBaurZoIOLJxsLHRWfKb&index=6

